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EVOLUTION OF THE FUTURE PLANTS OPERATION FOR A BETTER SAFETY

Bernard PAPIN
CEA/DRN/DER/SSAE - CE CADARACHE
F 13108 ST PAUL LEZ DURANCE CEDEX

Pierre MALVACHE
CEA/DRN/DER/SSAE - CE CADARACHE
F 13108 ST PAUL LEZ DURANCE CEDEX

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a coordinated research
project of the french CEA, adressing to the
evolutions in plant operation apt to bring
perceptible and assessable improvement in the
operational safety. This program has been
scheduled for the 1992-1996 period, with a
global 40 men/year effort. The present status of
the two main parts of the project is presented :

- ESCRIME : program aiming at defining the
optimal share of tasks between humans and
computers in plant operation.

• IMAGIN : research in the domain of plant
information management, in order to ensure
the global coherence of the image of the
plant, used by the different actors in plant
operation.

I. INTRODUCTION - THE IMPACT OF
OPERATION ON PLANT SAFETY

The emphasis put on severe accidents
mitigation/management, after the CHERNO-
BYL accident has somehow put in the
background the fact that progress has still to be
made in the prevention domain : As a matter of
lact, defense-in-depth concepts consist not only
in providing for several lines of defense but also
in fixing their respective strengths: The
efficiency of accident prevention provisions,
among which those aiming at minimizing the
impact of errors made in operation, is still of
prime importance, as far as a good balance has
to be maintained between preventive and
mitigalive measures.

This is the reason why the CEA, in
parallel with an ambitious program aiming at
the definition of severe accident management
measures, has started a research project
concerning the improvement of safety in
operation for future plants (figure 1). This

project, aiming at minimizing the "impact of
human errors in operation", attends essentially
to the domains in which such errors are apt to
occur:

• design and organization of the
operational layout, for control room
operation as well as for off-line
interventions (maintenance): basic
principles of decision making, quality of
procedures, and operational guidance,
nature and domain covered by operating
aids, role of the monitoring systems, and so
on... This is the domain covered by the
ESCRIME program, whose basic features
have been already presented in reT. 1,

• plant information management: much
mistakes in plant operation are due to a
discrepancy between the "mental represen-
tation' of the plant by the operators and the
actual plant state: this may be due to poor
operator information, particularly on the
modifications of the plant, either temporary
(component/system lockout) or definitive.
This can also originate in an inconsistency
between the operational procedures and the
actual state of the plant, due to these
modifications. The maintenance of a
coherent and unique representation of the
plant for all the (human or computerized)
actors of plant operation is the objective of
the IMAGIN program, which is the second
essential part of the project

As an increase of computerization, and
particularly the introduction of advanced
computerized functions, are likely to occur in
future plants operation, these both essential
parts of the project are completed by a deep
insight in the safety/reliability of advanced
computerized systems (database/knowledge
base management, computerized systems
design aspects...): the replacement of human
intervention by rather sophisticated systems in
some domains requires a minimum level of



warranted reliability, in order to bring out gains
in terms of operational safety...

This third point will not be developpcd
in this paper, which will be essentially
dedicated to the present status and prospects of
the ESCRIME (Ch. II) and IMAGIN (CL III)
programs.

Figure I : Global organization of the project
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ESCRIME PROGRAM

A. Basic principles

This program aims at identifying
the optimal share-of-tasks between human and
computerized operation under normal or
abnormal plant conditions.

The basic principles accounted
for in this analysis are the following :

- Human "actors" are likely to
be necessary in the operation of future plants,
as far as plant behaviour will not be always
deterministic: '

Automatic control systems, even
the most sophisticated ones, will not be able to
face totally unexpected situations with
efficience. Moreover, the results of Probabilistic
Risk Assessment (PRA) stressing the important
impact of the human factor on the overall risk
(and justifying the limitation of the decisional
role of the humans), can be considered to be
somehow biased by the implicit hypothesis that
the procedures are perfect: Such an hypothesis
anihilales the positive role of the operators in
the case of unexpected situations uncompletely
covered by the procedures: it thus reduces their
role to those of an oaperfect extension of these
procedures, with the only alternative to follow
them or to fail.

• Automation must not release
the operators from their decisional role, but
only avoid situations of cognitive overload
leading to increase the risk of errors in
important decisions: Such a principle may lead
to question some principles of operation derived
from the probabilistic risk assessment
feedback: this PRA analysis has shown, for
example, that errors or delays in the activation
of important actions (ex.: S.L actuation...)
might lead to unacceptable consequences, thus
justifying the automatization of these important
actions:
Another, way of dealing with the problem,
could be to consider it's actual causes, which
are that the operator is not really aware of the
particular importance of these actions and that
his attention may have been attracted by tasks
of lesser importance. Putting more emphasis on
these "important" actions and avoiding that
they are occulted by numerous lowtevel tasks
can be an alternative to the systematic
automation of all the tasks having a potentially
important impact on the safety.

- The human actor's role and
skills in presence of increased automation of
plant operation has to be reconsidered in depth,
instead of letting them face the uncomfortable
situation of continuous shrinking of their
domain of intervention: the decrease of
operators involvement in quantity (number of
tasks directly handled) has to be compensated
by an increase in importance of their
decisional role: the future plant operators are
likely to be high level deciders, making use of
their knowledge-based capabilities, instead of
procedure followers (even though the present
efficiency of the last ones cannot be put in
question...).



- The search for the optimum
share of tasks between human operators and
automatic systems, must be based on a
systematic critical analysis of the tasks and of
the way they are handled in the present
operating procedures. This analysis aims at
identifying generic principles that could be
used for a clearer fonnalization of the operating
rules, and at searching for a better consistency
of these principles, whatever the plant situation
is...

Apart from the development of
the specific testing facility of the ESCRIME
program [1], this point has made the main part
of the work done this year, as it appeared to be
of prime imponance for the good initiation of
the studies on man/machine collaboration.

B. Task analysis as a basis for plant
automation studies

Basic considerations:

NPP operation in most of the
countries is based on quite similar basic
principles, which can be summarized as
follows.

• The systematic scqucntia-
lization of tasks, due to the fact that most of
them have to be executed by the same human
operator (who cannot manage easily
simultaneous tasks). However, task analysis of
plant operation shows that the most important
aspect of it consists in ensuring continuously
and In parallel a limited set of important
objectives (which are the "critical safety
objectives" of the accident management),
instead of sequentially switching from one to
the other. Our reflection on this point aims at
reinforcing the task parallelizalion, where it
appears to increase the efficiency of plant
operation. This will be made easier by the
introduction of adequate automatic functions
managing separately each objective, the
operator intervention consisting in defining
precisely these objective.

• The rather strong discrimi-
nation between normal and abnormal
operation. The first has little evolved from the
initial basic principles, essentially based on an
material approach (system-based repre-
sentation of the plant), whereas the latter has
been redefined in depth during the 80's,
towards a more functional approach, insisting

upon the fundamental safety objectives to be
ensured. Such an approach provides for a belter
strucluration of the operation, under the form of
a hierarchy of objectives.

Our intent is to try to extend
these generic principles to all the domains of
plant operation. This will homogenize the
operational practices, thus avoiding that the
operator has to manage different represen-
tations of the plant for different plant situations.

- Optimization versus gene-
ricity: In the domain of accidental operation,
the previously used "event oriented approach"
tends to be completed or replaced by more
generic operational principles based on the
maintenance of critical safety functions. The
strategic principles of this new approach are
clear and simple, potentially easy to understand
and to follow by operators, provided they are
trained to this new "functional" way of
considering plant operation. Nevertheless,
the actual implementations of these principles
in the plants are still complex, because of the
need to maintain a certain level of
optimization in the operation (thus leading to
maintain a certain amount of event-based
strategy or to search for short cuts in the
application of general symlom-based
principles). This is due to the fact that weak
points in the design of plants of the present
generation do not allow for the use of simple
strategies in case of upset conditions, because,
for example, of a too short delay of decision, in
some particular cases.

Concerning this last point, we
consider that the foreseeable adoption of more
"forgiving" design principles (for lack of totally
"passive" solutions) will open the way to the
generalization of simple management
principles like safety function-based mana-
gement, and to the renonciation of some
"specific adaptations", introducing unwanted
complexity in plant operation.

Main results:

The analysis of these points, on
the basis of the french PWR'S operating
procedures, has enabled us to define a kind of
unified sheme for plant operation. Under the
form of a hierarchy of goals and means, as
presented on the figure 2.



Figure 2 : Formalization of plant operation
principles

The analysis enables to identify
the different kinds of tasks and associated
mechanisms :

- plan management tasks, for
which the important point is to identify in
detail the feedback mecbanisms (which means
the way how failures to achieve lower level
objectives may have repercussion on the higher
level goals) and the provisions to prevent from
this propagation of failures, by the proper use of
physical or functional redundancies of systems
and components, and of anticipation
mechanisms,

- continuous and parallel
management of essential functions (for
example: water inventory or residual beat
removal control) about which, the important

problem to solve is the management of
eventual conflicU between the different
functional goals (for example : conflict between
the need of cooling down the reactor and the
one of limiting the risk of return to crilicity),

• and, at last, the proper
planing and achievement of tasks limited in
time, like systems configuration or actuation,
made necessary by the goal currently pursued

C. Future developments

Developments under way aim at
realizing a dynamic model of this structure,
using available formal analysis tools: the
objective is to check the relevance of the
proposed organization of plant operation
during evolving situations, before going further
in the development of advanced control systems
and operator aids to be integrated in this
structure.

In parallel, the analysis task goes
on, for each level of the planification/task
management nodes of this structure, in order to
determine the best way to achieve these tasks:

- either total automation of the
task.

• or standard manual control
(with the aid of written or computerized
supports),

• or "hybrid" solutions like
those consisting in using a "computerized
intelligent supervisor [2] or a "computerized
copilot" as a redundance to human decision
making.

This reflection induces also a
deep reconsideration of the organization of
monitoring/alarm tasks, in order that the
information provided is consistent with the
level of decision to be managed, as for
example:

• for high level decision tasks,
the role of monitoring systems is to ensure that
all the goals are actually fullfilcd, and not
threatened by failures in lower level tasks,

- for lower level, the
information must also be synthctized under the
form of availability of systems and elementary
functions.



Finally, the solutions retained as
apt to improve the efficiency/safety in operation
will be integrated in the ESCRIME testing
bench [1] which is presently in its ultimate
development phase. The test process is expected
to follow a progressive evaluation program,
corresponding to several coherent automation
levels: this is a strong requirement to respect,
if we want to be able to draw useful!
conclusions concerning the "man-michlne
share of tasks".

ffl. PRESENT STATUS OF THE IMAGIN
PROGRAM

A. Elements of Specification

The aim of the IMAGIN program
is to design an information system that would
maintain a highly detailed computerized
representation of a nuclear plant in its initial
state and throughout its in-service life (ref. [3]).

The figure 3 outlines the infor-
mation required for each actor working around
the plant: He uses his own database, needs to
know the status of the plant. Some of them,
operators in the control room and maintenance
operators, directly operate on the plant

Figure 3

The role of the computerized
representation system is to provide a unique
and accurate description of the plant for all the
actors of plant operation, to be a node of
communication between them, to record each
modification and to verify the consistency of the
plant state with respect to the regulations
(figure 4).

Figure 4
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• provide a database containing
the specification and the present status of the
installation (components, systems, ...), and all
the available documentation (drawings,
procedures and instructions, regulation...),

- restitute, at each time, these
information in an understandable and reliable
form,

• follow up each modification
occuring on the plant and update the plant
database (memorizing how, why and what was
done), without any additional constraint to
operators.



• verify the compliance of these
modifications (replacement parts...) with ihc
requirements and flag any discrepancy,

• manage each temporary
modification involving a non compliance with
requirements, during maintenance operation for
instance,

• take into account changes
occuring on regulations, and pass them on to
interested acton.

The IMAGIN program is based
on two main tasks:

1. Make a prototype which will
be a full-size illustration: the IMAGIN
implementation on an experimental reactor of
the CEA.

2. Identify a method which will
allow us, eventually, to extend such an
application to a Nuclear Power Plant in an
industrial context.

B. Current work

The main aim of the IMAGIN
project is to build up a prototype application
called ImaEOLE. This application deals with
the CEA experimental nuclear plant EOLE
situated at Cadarache and is to be achieved in
1995.

At the present time we are
working on a first version of this application. It
is called ImaLab and it is planned to be finished
in the middle of 1994.

ImaLab is a laboratory IMAGIN
application. Its only aim is to demonstrate that
an IMAGIN application is feasible from a
technical point of view. More precisely, we
intend to show all the functions of a real
IMAGIN application whithout having to
manage the whole of the information attached
to a real nuclear plant. We are therefore going
to represent EOLE, restricted to the function of
nuclear fuel management (storage, handling,
etc.) .

C. Technical components

An IMAGIN application has
three technical components.

The first one is called
'Representation*. It consists in constructing a
database that contains all the information about
the real state of a plant at a given moment. It is
the static model of the plant.

This model has a generic frame:
The IMAGIN Meta-Model. It describes the
types of objects of a plant that an IMAGIN
application can represent and manage. Its
concerns the fittings and facilities, the
documentation and the organization of the
plant as well.
Semantic Networks are used to represent the
static model of the plant. These are
implemented in an Object Oriented Data Base
System.

The second technical component
is called "Management". It consists in making
the database evolve at the same time as the real
plant while maintaining its inner coherence. It
is the dynamic model of the plant

Several basic functions have been
identified. These functions have to cooperate
with each other. We consider implementing the
"Management" component in a multi-agent
framework (e.g. a blackboard model).

The third technical component is
called "Interfaces".

Three interfaces are to be
developed:

- a classical interface with a
keypad, a mouse and a monitor for database
consultation and modification. In particular this
interface supports a function that consists in
providing the documentation that corresponds
to a question asked in natural language,

• a vocal interface that allows
operators moving around in the plant to tell the
system their significant actions so that these
can be taken into account as modifications of
the database at once,

- a virtual reality interface that
provides a 3D symbolic image of the plant in
which a user can navigate with a 3D mouse in
order to consult the state of different parts of
the plant.
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